
 
 

 
Introduction Letter 

 
 
 
Dear Sir, 
 
 
Thank you for the opportunity and privilege to introduce the services offered by Doksun Power (P) Ltd., our 
primary business line includes: 
 
 

Manufacturing of earthing electrodes & lightning arrester and undertake total designing, 
supply and installation (turnkey) work for the same. 
 
 
An overview for Earthing/Grounding Protection: 
 
The most important safety system in any building or zone is the one protecting from the hazards of fault current. 
Earthing/grounding systems have to perform effectively all the time; if a deficiency in the system is unnoticed or 
unaddressed it may result in damage to equipment, operational failure or the death of living beings. 
Consequently prudent organizations refuse to compromise on the provision for earthing/grounding. All 
construction projects have to address the challenges presented by faulty electrical current. A failure to 
effectively protect against fault current can have disastrous, even fatal consequences. For this reason it is 
essential that the scale of the potential hazard is established in advance and then specifically addressed through 
an effective earthing/grounding design and it is for this reason that prudent companies seek technically sound 
companies to get support in this provision. 
 
 
An overview for Lightning Protection: 
 
The spectacle of lightning has inspired awe and fear as long as been life on this planet. Our fascination with 
lightning is akin to our fascination with potentially dangerous animals or activities. The truth of the matter is 
that with the exception of floods (which affect entire populated area in a single event) lightning is the biggest 
weather-linked killer. Whilst lightning may not threaten everyday lightning protection is still essential. 
 
By the above mentioned brief introduction about Earthing and Lightning protection one shall assume the gravity 
of the products and solutions provided. We have already worked with reputed companies and satisfied them with 
our quality product and service. Please remember us in your current and upcoming projects. We are a company 
with expertise and work at very competitive price.  
 
 
 
With best regards, 
From, Doksun Power Pvt. Ltd. 
Aditya Dokania – Manager (Commercial) 
+91 99787 88822, info@doksunpower.com 


